RNA polymerase II transcription complexes are destabilized by ATP or GTP.
In vitro transcription by RNA polymerase II requires hydrolysis of the beta-gamma bond of ATP after the transcription complex forms, prior to RNA synthesis. It was observed that the presence of ATP during transcription complex formation inhibits subsequent transcription when the remaining 3 rNTPs are added. We now report that ATP or GTP inhibits transcription if either is present during transcription complex formation to added to preformed complexes. This inhibition is not due to purine rNTP degradation and occurs if as little as 2 mM ATP or 50 mM GTP is added to forming or preformed complexes. Deoxy derivatives of ATP inhibit similarly. AMP-PNP, a beta-gamma imido derivative, neither satisfies the energy requirement nor inhibits transcription if added to incubations of forming or of preformed transcription complexes.